
Current Situation
Data Transfer Nodes (DTNs) are an existing solution 
that allow for fast and efficient transport of data over 
long distances. Use of DTNs still require expert 
knowledge about networks and system administration.

Vision
DTNs will be part of Research Data Zones. These Data 
Zones provide researchers with data management, 
data preservation, and data sharing functionality. We 
envision a user-friendly interface to the users, while 
technical advanced features, including high-speed 
long-distance data transfer functions to other DTNs.

Implementation
We build a proof-of-concept consisting of a DTN 
agent that adds an API on top of a data transfer tools 
(GridFTP), and an extension in both OwnCloud and 
FileSender that interfaces with this API. This way, users 
can use a familiar and easy-to-use webinterface to use 
high-speed long-distance data transfers.
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Goals
1.  Showing the interworking and compatibility of 

multiple heterogeneous DTNs across the globe
2.  Comparing performance of fi le transfer 

protocols
3. Showing the use of a user-friendly front-end

Abstract

Data Transfer Nodes (DTNs) are a hardware and software 
system that allows for fast and effi  cient transport of 
data over long distances. They support data intensive 
science such as found in the high energy physics (HEP) 
community. This demonstration will show how multiple 
data streams can be transferred across the globe, using 
DTNs and high-performance networks.   

We will show multiple DTNs running in several production
R&E networks that will perform high-performance fi le 
transfers – large fi les as well as many small fi les – through 
diff erent transfer protocols, such as GridFTP, FDT, mdtm 
FTP and others. A new addition is a user-friendly front-end, 
in the form of a modifi ed version of Filesender. DTN capa-
bilities have been deployed at CERN, Netherlight operated 
by SURF, University of Amsterdam, KLM, StarLight, Pacifi c-
Wave, NORDUnet and KISTI for this demonstration.

The demonstration showcases the support of large 
data transfers over R&E networks among multiple 
sites with DTNs. By managing large data stream 
volumes through DTNs, traffi  c among DTNs and at 
end sites can be handled more effi  ciently and faster 

compared to standard methods. This work is linked 
to the abstract ‘Global Petascale to Exascale Science 
Workfl ows Accelerated by Next Generation SDN 
Architectures and Applications’ by Harvey Newman.

Resources

At SC’18 multiple DTNs are connected to the wide area 
network, showing international high speed transfers.

Involved Parties
• Cedric Both, SURFsara, <cedric.both@surfsara.nl>
• Edoardo Martelli, CERN,  <edoardo.martelli@cern.ch>
•  Fei I Yeh, Northwestern University,  

<fyeh@northwestern.edu>
• Freek Dijkstra, SURFsara, <freek.dijkstra@surfsara.nl>
• Harvey Newman, Caltech,  <newman@hep.caltech.edu>
•  Jim Hao Chen, Northwestern University, 

<jim-chen@northwestern.edu>
•   Joe Mambretti, Northwestern University, 

<j-mambretti@northwestern.edu>
• John Hess, CENIC, <jhess@cenic.org>
• Joseph Hill, University of Amsterdam <j.d.hill@uva.nl>
• Jin Kim, KISTI, <jkim@kisti.re.kr>
• Lars Fischer, NORDUnet, <lars@nordu.net>
• Leon Gommans, KLM, <Leon.Gommans@klm.com>
• Mary Hester, SURFnet,  <mary.hester@surfnet.nl>
• Migiel de Vos, SURFnet,  <migiel.devos@surfnet.nl>
• Peter Hinrich, SURFnet,  <peter.hinrich@surfnet.nl>
• Shawn McKee <smckee@umich.edu>
• Tristan Suerink, Nikhef, <tsuerink@nikhef.nl>
•  Young Yu, Northwestern University,  

<young.yu@northwestern.edu>
•  William E. Johnston, ESnet, <wej@es.net>
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Abstract
The Global Lambda Integrated Facility (GLIF) Automated 
GOLE (AutoGOLE) is a worldwide collaboration of GLIF 
Open Lightpath Exchanges (GOLEs) and R&E networks 
to deliver network services end-to-end in a fully auto-
mated way, wherein connection requests are handled 
through the Network Service Interface Connection 
Service (NSI-CS). 

An increasing number of networks across the globe is 
now using NSI to provision and deprovision interna-
tional network services. This saves considerable time of 
NOC engineers to facilitate international network ser-
vice requests. Service creation is done within minutes, 
instead of multiple days or even weeks since manual 
human interaction is very limited or even zero.

We are showing the Automated GOLE running across 
the participating R&E production networks and ex-
changes. We include MEICAN, a web front-end created 
by RNP and used by NOC engineers to perform multi-
domain provisioning operations and monitoring of dy-
namically created network services. MEICAN off ers NOC 
workfl ows to create, modify and delete multidomain 
network services. 

Resources

The AutoGOLE may have dynamic endpoints (STP) on 
the SC’18 showfl oor. We are showing the control plane 
live at SC and the activity of the data plane will shown 

by measurements remotely. In terms of bandwidth, 
the AutoGOLE can currently provision anything 
between 1Mbps and 100Gbps. The AutoGOLE 
service currently consists of single or double 
tagged Ethernet VLANs.

Involved Parties
• Alex Moura, RNP, <alex@rnp.br>
• Atsuko Takefusa, NII, <takefusa@nii.ac.jp>
• Dale Finkelson, Internet2, <dmf@internet2.edu>
• Hans Trompert, SURFnet, <hans.trompert@surfnet.nl>
•  Jim Hao Chen, Northwestern University, 

<jim-chen@northwestern.edu>
•  Joe Mambretti, Northwestern University, 

<j-mambretti@northwestern.edu>
• John Hess, CENIC, <jhess@cenic.org>
• John MacAuley, ESnet, <macauley@es.net>
• Hui-Lan Lee, NARLabs, <gracelee@narlabs.org.tw>
• Marcos Schwarz, RNP,  <marcos.schwarz@rnp.br>
• Michal Hažlinský, CESNET,  <hazlinsky@cesnet.cz>
• Pieter de Boer, SURFnet, <pieter.deboer@surfnet.nl>
• KISTI

Goals
1.  Showing the AutoGOLE provision and deprovision 

international network services, fully automated
2.  Showing the MEICAN front-end of the AutoGOLE, 

where NOC engineers manage international 
network services
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Goals
1.  Showing the AutoGOLE provision and deprovision 

international network services, fully automated
2.  Showing the MEICAN front-end of the AutoGOLE, 

where NOC engineers manage international 
network services
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